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INTRODUCTION

Solving the holiday conundrum –
how to encourage employees to
take a break
Lockdown forced many businesses to find new ways of working. For
many businesses the biggest challenge was in managing unplanned
absences and annual leave.
The pandemic and the enforced government lockdowns created many
problems for businesses:
• An increase in unplanned absences due to employee sickness and
self-isolation.
• Furlough schemes and sudden legislation changes, with no clarity
from the government on how long such measures would be in place.
• Holiday carryover, as employees were unwilling to take time off while
on furlough.
• International travel restrictions made many employees think twice
about booking holidays.
Any one of these problems would, in itself, have proven trying.
But taken together, they’ve created a minefield.
As we gradually move out of lockdown, businesses across the country
are facing a holiday conundrum:

How can you ensure every employee gets
to take a well-deserved break without
compromising your post-pandemic
recovery?
Don’t worry – there’s a relatively simple solution to solving this
holiday conundrum! But before we start discussing answers, first we
need to explore the extent of the problem.
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ONE

Be prepared for a flood
of leave requests
Edays is a powerful cloud-based absence
management system. In running this system, we can
access a wealth of absence data from companies
across the world. And in early July 2021, we decided
to crunch some numbers.
We analysed anonymised absence data from
1,500 businesses and hundreds of thousands of
employees. Here’s what we found:
And all this is to say nothing of the huge increase
On average, employees started 2021 with

31%
more leave entitlement than they had in 2020.
June 2021 saw a

36%
increase in annual leave requests than any

in unplanned absences that can be attributed to
self-isolation and other aspects of the pandemic.
Plus, we ran this report before Britain was gripped
by a “pingdemic”, which resulted in another surge in
unplanned absences.
Extrapolating from these figures, we might
conclude that:

other June we have on record.
Also compared to any other June on record,
employees have on average

91%
more days’ leave remaining for the remainder of the year.

Because so few
For every 100 employees

employees took any leave

in a company, there will

in the first half of 2021,

be up to

there could be up to

900

1000

extra days
leave

more leave
days

that needs taking in 2021.

booked between June
and December.

And of course, the larger the business, the greater
the impact could be.
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TWO

So what is the Holiday Conundrum?
Businesses are facing unprecedented levels of

But at the same time, you should want your

absence. There’s a combination of unplanned

employees to take all of their entitled leave. It’s

absence, as a result of the pandemic or the

great for their mental health and wellbeing, and it’s

pingdemic, as well as a lot of planned absence,

essential if you want to avoid stress and burnout –

as employees finally take the holidays they’ve

both of which are terrible for productivity.

been putting off for so long.
So what’s the holiday conundrum? It’s this:
Any instance of unplanned absence has the
potential to compromise your operations, as we’ll

• Businesses are faced with a flood of absences

explore below. And if you’re not prepared, even

in the second half of 2021, just when they need

planned absence can seriously harm productivity.

to be at maximum efficiency to bounce back in
a post-pandemic world.

If too many employees take
a holiday at the same time,
will there be enough hands
on deck to keep things
running smoothly?

• Employees have also had a challenging year.
It’s more important than ever that we strive for
a good work/life balance while championing
our mental health and wellbeing. Employees are
entitled to a certain amount of annual leave each
year, and it’s essential that they take it all.
These two priorities seem to be at odds with each
other. Employees must take time off, but at the same
time businesses must ensure that they can remain as
productive as possible at all times.
Solving the holiday conundrum involves striking
a balance between these competing priorities.
It is possible! But before we explore how, let us
take the time to discuss why each side of the
conundrum matters.
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THREE

The problem – how absence harms
your business
If you don’t have a flexible absence management policy, whether
it’s planned or unplanned, absence can cost your business in a number
of ways:

Operational

Every instance of absence creates a huge amount of extra work. HR
teams might have to calculate leave entitlement, manage paid and
unpaid absence categories, and run return-to-work processes. Line
managers will have to rethink staff rotas to ensure that all departments
have all the resources they need. And any employee that’s not on leave
might have to work harder or longer, in order to pick up any slack.

Financial

According to one study, each individual day of unplanned absence will
cost your company approximately £107.85. As most employees take
around three days off sick each year, cumulatively unplanned absence
costs UK employers around £29bn a year. Beyond this, we have to
consider the unquantifiable costs of absence – the deadlines you’ll miss,
the customers you’ll disappoint, and the great ideas that simply won’t
spark when there’s nobody around to discuss them.

Reputational

There are strong links between absence, employee experience and
employee engagement. Your business’s approach to absence can
also have a huge influence on your company culture. If your poor
absence management policy is making your employees feel stressed
and overworked, then don’t expect your employees to stick around
for too long. Employees facing burnout are 2.6 times more likely to be
seeking a new job. And when they leave your company, exhausted
and disillusioned, they just might leave a poor review on a site like
Glassdoor. 55% of job seekers abandon applications after reading
negative reviews of a business online. So a poor approach to absence
management won’t just make you lose staff. It could make recruitment
more challenging too.
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Want to learn more about the many ways a poor absence management
policy can affect your business? You can access your free absence
risk profile report here. This resource will help you shape a healthier
attitude towards absence management. We’ll help you reduce costs
while enjoying unparalleled efficiency and productivity through
championing a healthier company culture.
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FOUR

The problem – why employees need time off
As we’ve seen, any kind of absence can harm
your business.

• Stressed employees are not happy employees,
which is why too much stress in the workplace
can result in a higher staff turnover.

But the solution isn’t to try and reduce absence
levels in your business. Remember the other side of
the holiday conundrum: You want your employees
to take time off. You should actively encourage your
employees to make full use of every single one of
their allocated leave days.

If you want your employees
to be at their best, then they
will need to take regular
breaks while striving towards
a healthy work/life balance.

Why? Because if employees work for too long
without taking a break, their stress levels will rise,

Unfortunately, far too many employees routinely fail

and they’ll rapidly approach burnout.

to take all of their allocated leave each year.

Stress and burnout are terrible for business:

We’ve already explored how lockdown, furlough
and international travel restrictions might make some

• CIPD figures show that stress is one of the biggest

employees think twice about booking leave this year.

causes of unplanned absence in the workplace, as it

But even in “normal” times, when we’re not facing

can lead to a host of mental and physical illnesses.

a pandemic, many employees seem reluctant to take

• Stress and burnout can lead to lower productivity

the time off to which they’re entitled.

and efficiency.
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There might be a few reasons for this:

- A Toxic Company
Culture.

- Too Much Work.

- Too Much Hassle.

It feels like everyone’s busy

Many companies still manage

Some workplaces champion

all the time these days. If an

absence the old fashioned

hard work and maximum

employee thinks that they

way, using a combination of

productivity at all costs. There

have too much on their plate,

paperwork, spreadsheets, and

might be a negative perception

they might conclude that they

emails. If booking leave is such

of holidays in such a workplace.

simply haven’t got the time

a long and drawn-out process,

Taking time off, for whatever

to take a holiday. Similarly, in

then many employees may

reason, might be viewed as

a particularly busy workplace

simply choose not to bother.

a sign of weakness. This might

an employee might be

discourage employees from

reluctant to book leave simply

ever booking leave.

because they don’t wish to
overburden their colleagues.

To avoid stress and burnout while championing good mental health
and wellbeing, you should encourage your employees to take time off.
But after the year we’ve had, businesses across the world are facing
a potentially catastrophic series of holiday backlogs and bottlenecks.
If all of your employees take leave at the same time, your business will
grind to a halt. And post pandemic, you really do need to be operating
at maximum efficiency.
Hopefully you can now see why we’re talking about a “holiday conundrum”.
But don’t worry – there is a relatively simple solution to this conundrum.
You just have to be prepared to be as open and honest as possible
with your workforce. And at the same time, if you can grasp the extent
of the problem your business is facing, you’ll know when and where to
act. You might also find it easier to change minds and hearts across your
organisation.
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FIVE

Solving the holiday conundrum – open discussions and
data-driven decision making (a case study)
We recently ran a webinar with Paul Holmes. He’s the Managing Director
of Wirtgen, a major manufacturer of heavy construction equipment for
the transport industry.
We wanted to share Paul’s story, because this is the story of how
a business recognised the potential issues they were facing, but still
found a way to solve their holiday conundrum.

The Problem
In 2020, Wirtgen furloughed about two-thirds of their workforce.
As nobody wanted to take any leave while on furlough, a lot of
employees carried over their holidays into 2021.
At the start of the year, Wirtgen realised that, as the lockdowns
continued, most of the workforce would continue to store up
their holidays.

There was a strong possibility that, as
soon as “freedom day” came along and
the government relaxed restrictions, then
most of the workforce would want to take
holidays at the same time.
Yet at the same time, Paul and the rest of the management understood
that Wirtgen employees needed to take these holidays – to avoid stress
and burnout, and to champion good mental health and wellbeing.
This was Wirtgen’s holiday conundrum: The business simply
couldn’t function with most of the workforce on holiday. But nor
could it function with a workforce full of stressed employees
approaching burnout.
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The Solution
Until very recently, Wirtgen relied on a paper-based

Paul’s strategy was to be as open and honest as

system for absence management. But when they

possible. With access to accurate absence data, he

switched to using Edays, they soon found that they

could demonstrate to departments just how much

had access to a rich seam of absence data. Indeed,

they’d struggle if too many employees took leave

it was through analysing this data that Paul realised

at the same time. Paul felt this encouraged many

the potential flood of leave requests his company

employees to book time off, pronto. They didn’t

could face in the second half of 2021.

want to let the business down, and they didn’t want
to put too much of a strain on their colleagues.

Accessing their absence
data also enabled Wirtgen
to understand where their
pinch-points existed on
a departmental level. They were
able to set minimal staffing
levels for each department.

Edays allows every other employee to see every
other employee’s leave allowance, along with any
time they’ve booked off. Managers can set limits
on a departmental level. So in a team of six, for
example, they might only allow two team members
to take time off at any one time.
This, Paul felt, made it much easier to establish

In the long-term this will ensure that no area of

a fair system that worked for everyone. It put

the business will ever struggle with staffing levels

everything out in the open. So if an employee

as a result of absence.

couldn’t take leave on a given day, they’d be able
to see why – simply because too many employees

The data also enabled Paul to identify the “worst

had already booked that time off! This means

offenders” in his company – the employees who

there’s less chance of a fallout if an employee’s

were storing up the most annual leave. It was then

leave request is turned down.

simply a case of reaching out to these employees,
to help them understand the problems their
department – and by extension, the business
as a whole – were facing.
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The Outcome

Like all businesses, Wirtgen had a challenging 2020.

Thanks to the transparency of Edays, employees

They’re in a much better place now. They feel they’re

across the organisation understand that they’re all

in a good position to bounce back, post-pandemic.

in the same boat. They know that they need to take

And because of their data-driven decision-making,

a break, but they can now fully appreciate how

and the frank conversations between staff and

they have to balance their plans with those of their

management, they can rest assured that they’ll avoid

colleagues, and with the needs of the business.

an absence avalanche in the second half of 2021.

Their absence will affect their colleagues, just like

Instead, everyone will work together to establish

their colleagues’ absence will affect them. So the

a system that works for everyone.

entire workforce is now united in finding a system
that works for everyone.
Paul feels that employees responded well to his

So Wirtgen has solved the
holiday conundrum.

open and honest communication. It demonstrated

But even better than that. they’ve taken a step

that the management was committed to striking the

towards an overall healthier company culture – one

ideal balance between letting people taking time off

that champions teamwork and mental wellbeing,

without placing too much pressure on the rest of the

rather than one in which every employee only looks

workforce and the business. This has strengthened

out for themselves.

relationships across the organisation.
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SIX

How to encourage employees to
take time off
So how can you solve your holiday conundrum?
Just by doing what Wirtgen did: Be as open and honest as possible,
across your organisation. Access your absence data so you can identify
pinch points on a departmental level. And in the long-term, work
towards creating a company culture in which “leave” is not a four letter
word – one where your team understands that taking regular breaks is
essential for avoiding burnout and challenging good mental wellbeing.
Let’s look at each of these strategies, in turn.

Open and honest communication
First, you need to be honest about the situation your company’s facing.
Wirtgen told employees across the organisation that their failure to take
leave could prove disastrous for business. They also made employees
understand that everyone taking leave at the same time would put
considerable pressure on any remaining members of the team.

Wirtgen employees appreciated the
honesty, and understood the problems
management were trying to fix. If you take
an open approach, your team is likely to
be just as understanding.
Also, if you’ve not done so already, now’s the time to set a comprehensive
annual leave policy, and to share it across your organisation. Make sure
everyone’s on the same page when it comes to the rules for booking leave.
Make it clear that management will approve leave requests on a firstcome-first-served basis, and that they’ll only reject requests if they’ve not
enough notice, or if the leave would create any operational problems.
This clarity about the rules will help you avoid any misunderstandings
and fallout in advance.
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Monitor your absence trends

A company culture that’s obsessed with maximum

Wirtgen used the Edays absence management

output at any cost is a terrible place to work.

system to identify pinch points on a departmental

Employees in such companies might be reluctant to

level. They could use this data to set minimal staffing

ever book time off, as they might see it as a sign of

levels across the entire organisation, with automatic

weakness. This is bound to lead to spiralling stress

alerts to ensure that no absences would ever cause

and burnout levels. Productivity will suffer, and staff

any operational difficulties for any department.

turnover will soar.

Wirtgen also used Edays to flag problematic

But on the other end of the scale, a company

employees – namely, those who were storing up

culture that values employee wellbeing is a great

too much annual leave. They were then able to

place to work. Imagine your staff turning up to work

intervene, to talk with these employees to help them

happy every single day, fully committed to doing

understand the problem, to reach a solution that

their very best, for the business and for each other.

worked for everyone.

Word spreads about such positive places to work.
So a good company culture doesn’t just boost

Strive towards cultural change

productivity and staff retention. It also helps you

You’re not going to change your company culture

attract the top talent your business needs to grow.

overnight. But your long-term goal should be to
create a company culture that values employee
wellbeing above all.
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Edays helped Wirtgen take a decisive step towards creating a healthier
company culture. Our absence management system can help you, too.
Here’s how:
• With an automated absence management system, the leave-booking
process can now take place in seconds. If it’s easier to book leave,
employees may be more likely to take leave, as and when they need
it. This might not seem like much, but it could prove a powerful

Companies that invest in
quality digital systems can
improve employee retention by

weapon in your fight against stress in the workplace.
• The system can flag any employees that haven’t taken leave in too
long. You can then intervene and encourage them to take a break.
Not only will this help you avoid backlogs and bottlenecks. It could
also help you nip another potential source of stress in the bud.
• Everyone will be able to see the same shared rota, which will

82%

strengthen the idea that all employees are in the same boat, and that
all must work together to find a system that works for everyone. Plus,
you can set minimum staffing levels with automated alerts, to ensure
that no employee will ever be overworked as a result of too much
planned or unplanned absence.

and boost productivity by

• Edays is a smooth, responsive, and intuitive system that just works.
Employees love it when things work like they’re supposed to, and they
respect managers that invest in systems that make life so easy! One
study found that companies that invest in quality digital systems can
improve employee retention by 82% and boost productivity by 70%.
• Edays also features a comprehensive NHS wellbeing module.

70%

Through this employees can access whatever support they need
to support their physical and mental wellbeing – whether that’s
access to a GP, or even support for losing weight or quitting smoking.
In this way, Edays helps employees to help themselves. You then
get to enjoy the many business benefits of a healthy, happy, and
empowered workforce.
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SEVEN

Ready to solve your holiday conundrum?
It’s fair to say that few, if any, businesses were

challenges. But get this right, and you should

prepared for the many challenges that 2020 and

safeguard your post-pandemic bounce-back while

2021 had to offer.

empowering your employees like never before.

But we witnessed first-hand how businesses from

We can help you get through this, while working

every sector adapted to a changing world. It now

towards building a more positive company culture in

feels like businesses and workforces across the world

the long-term. That way, no matter what challenges

are more flexible and resilient than ever.

the future brings, you’ll be in the best position
possible to survive and thrive.

The holiday conundrum might feel like just the latest
in a long series of potentially world-ending business

See the difference yourself

Book a demo today
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